This tutorial presents an overview of the data management issues faced by computer games today. While many games do not use databases directly, they still have to process large amounts of data, and could benefit from the application of database technology. Other games, such as massively multiplayer online games (MMOs), must communicate with commercial databases and have their own unique challenges. In this tutorial we will present the state-of-the-art of data management in games that we learned from our interaction with various game studios. We will show how the issues involved motivate current research, and illustrate several possibilities for future work.
DESCRIPTION Data-Driven Game Design
Many modern computer games are authored using datadriven development techniques [3] . In data-driven development, the game content is separated as much as possible from the game software, and placed in auxiliary data files. For a lot of game content -such as music and art -this is unsurprising. The game industry has standardized file formats and tools for managing this kind of data. However, game content can also include many things that we think of as software, such as character behavior and triggers for in-game events. As a result, game companies spend a lot of effort building custom content creation tools and scripting languages to support this development model.
Game studios embrace data-driven design for multiple reasons. First of all, it allows them to easily partition the work between the software engineers and the designers. Software engineers program the abstract game engine, while game designers create content and character AI for a specific game. Designers often have very little programming experience, so they need tools that are tailored specifically to their natural workflows. In addition to accommodating designers, data-driven approaches allow game companies to amortize their development costs over multiple titles. Game expansion packs typically contain new content, but they include very few modifications to the underlying software.
Data-driven design is also good for players, as it can significantly increase interest in a game title and improve user experience. For example, World of Warcraft contains an XML specification language that allows players to define the look of their user interface, from window positions to button functionality [14] . This allows players to customize their game to improve their "productivity". Some games like Second Life go further and provide users with a complete scripting language that they can use to create new content [7] . This type of user-generated content can greatly extend the playable lifespan of a popular game.
Data-driven design creates large amounts of data that game engines must manage efficiently. To understand the challenges that this data presents, we first have to understand how this data is created and modified. Hence this tutorial begins with an overview of the state-of-the-art in content creation tools for games. Our presentation will focus primarily on scripting languages for both single player and massively multiplayer games. We will show the ways in which designers manage XML files, define character behavior, specify event triggers, and create game-specific server functionality.
Performance Challenges
While programming game behavior outside of the application software has many development advantages, it often comes at a performance cost. If designers are not careful, they can easily write scripts where every object in the game interacts with every other object, resulting in computations that are Ω(n 2 ) in the number of game objects. This a real concern in game development, and some studios have taken drastic measures -such as removing support for iteration and recursion from their scripting languages -to keep their designers from producing computationally expensive behavior [10] . As scripts are sometimes processed every animation frame, seemingly innocuous code can cripple the performance of a game.
As with databases, game developers often rely on indices to speed up computations that involve relationships between pairs of objects. Many games use traditional spatial indices such as BSP trees or Octrees. However, games also have many unusual spatial data structures that may not be familiar to a database audience. For example, navigational meshes are used to represent the ways in which a character is allowed to move about the geography [12] . Furthermore, like many data structures in games, these meshes are often annotated by a designer or technical artist to include extra semantic information -such as whether a position is a good hiding place or is easily defensible.
We will also look at how game developers have been using parallel programming to improve performance; this is an area in which game developers potentially have a lot to learn from the database community. Indeed, many of the techniques that game programmers have been using to optimize physics calculations and other types of computations on GPUs look very similar to the techniques that database engines use for join processing [1] . Furthermore, there is a growing body of research into game engine APIs and scripting languages to simplify this type of development [11, 9, 13] .
Consistency Challenges
In the case of MMOs, consistency is often just as important as performance. Just as with a database, games require that their data -which is often the state of the entire worldbe in a consistent state. Ensuring this consistency is difficult, however, because players are performing conflicting actions at a very high rate. This means that traditional approaches such as locking transactions are often too slow for games. Furthermore, scripting languages almost never have support for concurrency, and game designers and players may not have the background to take advantage of these features effectively. Indeed, concurrency violations in scripting languages are one of the largest sources of bugs and exploits in MMOs [6] . In this tutorial, we will present several ways in which games are dealing with this challenge, and how we can use this to inform future research.
One of the more successful solutions has been the use of "causality bubbles". This term refers to a variety of techniques where games predict which players may issue conflicting interactions with one another and dynamically partition their databases to reduce server load. Several commercial games use a variant of this method developed for very specific environments [2, 4] . For example, EVE online runs a continuous differential equation that takes into account the acceleration of every space ship in a solar system. This differential equation allows them to determine, for any given time interval, which ships can move within range of each other; this way they can dynamically partition the map into feasible units. More recent research has attempted to generalize this idea to arbitrary transactions [5] .
Another way in which games deal with concurrency is by having weaker consistency guarantees. Sometimes this means ensuring that world is consistent at only a very coarse level; animation or other uncontested activity in the game may be out of sync between computers but the persistent game state is the same. Other games go even further and allow players to have inconsistent, but very similar game states. For example, "aggro management" is the technique that World of Warcraft uses to target opponents and process combat. It assigns abstract roles to the participants, which allows the game to handle combat without exact spatial fidelity.
Engineering Challenges
Many online games already use databases, and they run into the traditional problems of database application development. For example, they need to ensure that the bridge between the client software and the SQL code is robust enough to handle changes in each. However, there are several interesting challenges that are unique to games, and which motivate future research. In this tutorial, we will examine some of these issues as time permits.
One engineering issue is the problem of intelligent checkpointing. MMOs use commercial databases for persistence and to recover from server crashes. However, players interact with the game so fast that it is too expensive to process every single action with the database. Most games have an in-memory database layer that processes all actions, and only writes to the database periodically. In some games, these checkpoints can be as far as 10 minutes apart [8] . Recoveries may force a player to repeat a difficult fight or lose a particularly desirable reward. As a result, games need ways to checkpoint intelligently, writing to the database when important events are completed, and not just at regular intervals.
Legacy schemas are another major engineering issue in games. Some MMOs, like the venerable Everquest, have game worlds that have been active for almost a decade. To remain vibrant and competitive, these worlds continually add new features and abilities. These new features often require schema changes in the world database. Schema migrations on a live system can be very painful for game developers. They often choose to write data as an unstructured "blobs" into a single attribute, so that they can preserve their old schemas [8] . Until game developers have better migration tools, they constantly have to balance database support with sustainability.
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